Synthesis of cytidine ribonucleotides by stepwise assembly of the heterocycle on a sugar phosphate.
Although various syntheses of the nucleic acid bases exist and ribose is a product of the formose reaction, no prebiotically plausible methods for attaching pyrimidine bases to ribose to give nucleosides have been described. Kinetic and thermodynamic factors are thought to mitigate against such condensation reactions in aqueous solution. This inability to produce pyrimidine nucleosides and hence nucleotides is a major stumbling block of the "RNA World" hypothesis and has led to suggestions of alternative nucleic acids as evolutionary precursors to RNA. Here, we show that a process in which the base is assembled in stages on a sugar phosphate can produce cytidine nucleotides. The sequential action of cyanamide and cyanoacetylene on arabinose-3-phosphate produces cytidine-2',3'-cyclophosphate and arabinocytidine-3'-phosphate.